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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of coarse timing synchronization in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
systems is investigated, and two new timing metrics with better
performance are presented. The new metrics take advantage of
two novel differential normalization functions that are based on
the fourth-order statistics and are designed depending on the value
of carrier frequency offset (CFO). The proposed timing metrics
are theoretically evaluated using two different class separability
criteria. It is shown that the new schemes considerably increase
the difference between the correct and wrong timing points in
comparison with previous methods. The computational complexity of the new methods is obtained, and their superior detection
performances are also demonstrated in terms of probabilities of
false alarm and missed detection. The results indicate that due to
a significant improvement in missed detection probability (MDP),
the new methods offer a considerably wider range of acceptable
thresholds.
Index Terms—Differential normalization, fourth-order
statistics, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),
preamble, timing synchronization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

S an effective multicarrier transmission technique, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), due
to its attractive features such as providing immunity to multipath fading and efficient hardware implementation [1], has
been adopted in different digital communications systems such
as wireless local area networks (WLANs), digital video broadcasting, and wireless metropolitan area networks.
The requirement of OFDM systems for synchronization has
resulted in the proposition of different methods for timing
and frequency offset estimation. For timing offset estimation,
Schmidl and Cox in [2] proposed the use of correlation between
the two identical parts of a preamble in the time domain. Later,
in [3]–[5], the structure of the preamble was modified for having a timing metric with a sharper peak. A method similar to [2]
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was presented in [6] and analyzed in [7] for timing estimation
utilizing the two identical parts of a preamble. In [8], Ruan et al.
demonstrated that using more than one preamble, which is
available in wireless systems such as WiMAX and WLAN, can
improve timing estimation. Recently, in [9], a method has been
proposed, which not only uses the correlation function presented in [2] but takes advantage of differential normalization as
well. Normalization was traditionally used to enable the timing
metric to avoid the fluctuations of the received signal power
[8]. However, in [9], it is demonstrated that when the preamble
is present, the difference between the two identical parts of
the received signal reaches its minimum value, and if this
difference value is applied to the normalization of the timing
metric, it gives rise to a greater difference between the values
of the timing metric at the correct and wrong timing points and,
consequently, improves timing estimation performance. In the
method presented in [9], instead of having a timing metric with
the maximum value of 1 (as in the conventional schemes), the
value of the timing metric at its maximum point is designed
to be dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In another
recent method [10], the important issue of sufficient statistics
for timing estimation of a preamble composed of two identical
parts in the time domain is addressed, and it is demonstrated
that since sufficient statistics for timing estimation do not exist,
there is no optimal method in the sense of using sufficient
statistics. Therefore, it is possible to have a new method with
better performance than the previous schemes. Moreover, in
[10], the use of the fourth-order correlation function is proposed
instead of the second-order correlation function utilized in the
conventional methods.
In comparison with the aforementioned methods that use
only the periodicity of the received preamble for correlation,
there are also some schemes that take advantage of the samples
of the pure preamble by using its cross-correlation with the
received signal [11]–[13]. These methods need to know the
exact preamble signal that may not be always feasible [14].
Furthermore, there are some methods that blindly estimate the
start of frame using the characteristics of the cyclic prefix (CP)
[15]–[18].
In [9] and [10], the performance evaluation of the timing
metrics has been done by resorting to the class separability
criterion. According to this criterion, the best timing metric
(classifier) is that whose values at the two classes (the correct
and wrong timing points) are more distinct than those of other
metrics [19]. In other words, the main issue in designing a
timing metric and estimating its performance is to select the
features from the received signal that make the two classes as
separate as possible [19].
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In this paper, with the aim of increasing class separability, we
propose two novel timing metrics. These metrics take advantage
of the fourth-order correlation function along with the fourthorder differential normalization functions. The new differential
normalization functions are made from the products of the
second-order differential elements and are proposed for two
cases: the presence of negligible carrier frequency offset (CFO)
and nonnegligible CFO.
The class separability performances of the new methods are
theoretically evaluated utilizing two criteria: 1) the mean values
of the timing metrics and 2) both the mean and variance values
of the timing metrics. It is shown that the new schemes considerably increase class separability. Hence, they offer remarkably
better detection performances that are demonstrated using the
probabilities of false alarm and missed detection. Furthermore,
the computational complexity of the proposed normalization
functions is investigated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we concisely describe an OFDM system along with some
backgrounds on timing synchronization. Section III explains
the proposed methods. Section IV is dedicated to the performance evaluation of the proposed methods and computational
complexity comparisons. In Section V, the numerical results
are presented, and finally, Section VI contains the concluding
remarks.
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2
. Furthermore, y(k) is the response of the channel
variance σw
to the transmitted preamble, which is defined as

y(k) =

L
h −1

h(l)s(k − l),

It is worth mentioning that the preamble consisting of two
identical parts in the time domain remains periodic after passing
through a multipath channel as long as the length of each
part is greater than the delay spread of the channel. Therefore,
we have y(k) = y (k + (N/2)) , −Ng + Lh ≤ k ≤ N − 1.
B. Timing Synchronization
The aim of timing synchronization in OFDM systems is to
find the start of frame, which is usually achieved by using
a preamble with two identical parts in the time domain in
practical systems such as WLAN and WiMAX [20]. The work
of Ruan et al. [8], similar to that of Schmidl and Cox [2],
utilized the correlation between the two identical parts as


(N/2)−1

PR (d) =

TR (d) = 2

|PR (d)|
RR (d)

(5)

|r(d + k)|2

(6)

where

A. OFDM System Model
An OFDM system with N subcarriers is considered that
uses a preamble composed of two identical parts in the time
domain. The preamble samples in the frequency domain S(n),
0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 can be made of a pseudo-noise sequence for
even subcarriers and a zero sequence for odd subcarriers. By
taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (which can be efficiently implemented using a fast-Fourier-transform algorithm)
of S(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, and adding the CP, the transmitted
signal in the time domain has the following form:
N −1

n
1 
,
S(n) exp j2πk
s(k) = √
N
N n=0

−Ng ≤ k ≤ N − 1
(1)

where Ng is the CP length, and s(k) = s(k + (N/2)), 0 ≤ k ≤
(N/2) − 1. The transmitted signal passes through a frequencyselective fading channel with length Lh and impulse response
h(l), l = 0, 1, . . . , Lh − 1. Thus, the preamble signal at the
receiver can be expressed as

RR (d) =

−Ng ≤ k ≤ N + Lh − 2 (2)

where ε is the CFO normalized by the subcarrier spacing 1/T
(T is an OFDM symbol interval), and w(k) is a sample of
complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and

N
−1

k=0

is the normalization function. The normalization function
is used to avoid the harmful effects of power fluctuations
of the received signal [8] so that when the preamble is
present (d = dpr ), the timing metric has the mean value
E{TR (dpr )} = 1/[1 + (1/SNR)], which, for high SNRs, is ap2
,
proximately equal to E{TR (dpr )} ≈ 1, where SNR = σy2 /σw
2
2
σy = E{|y(k)| }, and E{·} denotes the expectation operator.
In [9], Zhang and Huang proposed differential normalization
functions to improve the timing synchronization performance.
The timing metric TZ (d) = |PR (d)|/RZ (d) proposed in [9]
utilizes the same correlation function as (4) but takes advantage
of two differential normalization functions, namely, magnitude
of difference (MoD) RZ,MoD (d) and difference of magnitude
(DoM) RZ,DoM (d), that are, respectively, defined as follows:


(N/2)−1
Δ

+ w(k),

(4)

k=0

Here, first, we briefly explain an OFDM system and then
address the preamble-aided timing synchronization.

r(k) = y(k)e

r∗ (d + k)r (d + k + (N/2))

(where “∗” denotes the complex conjugate operator) and proposed the following timing metric to estimate the start of frame:

II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION

j 2πk
N ε

−Ng ≤ k ≤ N + Lh − 2. (3)

l=0

RZ, MoD (d) =

|r(d+k)−r (d+k+(N/2))|2

(7)

k=0



(N/2)−1
Δ

RZ, DoM (d) =

k=0

(|r(d+k)|−|r (d+k+(N/2))|)2 . (8)
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RZ,DoM (d) is robust to CFO, whereas RZ,MoD (d) can only
be applied when the CFO is negligible. The timing metric
proposed in [9] avoids power fluctuations by making the maximum value of the timing metric dependent on SNR. For
fixed values of SNR, the timing metric in [9] produces the
same values on average, and therefore, power fluctuations are
avoided. As an example, the timing metric utilizing MoD, in the
presence of the preamble and for small values of CFO, has the
mean value E{TZ,MoD (dpr )} ≈ SNR/2. Owing to differential
normalization, the metrics in [9] have sharper peaks and lower
probabilities of false alarm and missed detection compared with
those in [8].
Abdzadeh-Ziabari and Shayesteh in [10] demonstrated that
sufficient statistics for timing synchronization of a preamble
with two identical parts in the time domain do not exist, and
there is no optimal method in the sense of using sufficient statistics. This important fact is the motivation for proposing new
schemes in the following section to improve the performance
of timing synchronization.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODS
The design of a timing metric as a feature selection problem
mainly deals with the following issue: What features from the
received signal should be utilized to make the values of the
timing metric at the correct and wrong timing points as different
as possible? Here, considering the given issue, we propose two
new timing metrics.
A. Double Differential Normalization (DDN)
To disclose the idea behind the first proposed method, we
consider the second-order timing metric presented in [9]. This
metric takes advantage of the second-order correlation in (4),
(N/2)−1 ∗
r (d + k)r(d + k + (N/2))), along with the
i.e., ( k=0
second-order differential normalization in (7). The MoD normalization function presented in [9] obtains the energy of a
vector that is constructed from the difference between the
elements of the received signal as follows:
⎧
⎪
⎨
MoD,d
= |r(d) − r (d + (N/2))| ,
Δ
⎪
⎩
ΔMoD,d (0)

|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)| ,
ΔMoD,d (1)

...,
|r (d+(N/2)−1)−r(d+N −1)|
ΔMoD,d ((N/2)−1)

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭

.

(9)

The use of this vector in [9] relies on the idea that when
the preamble consisting of two identical parts is received,
the difference between the samples of the received signal,
i.e., |r(k) − r(k + (N/2))|2 , decreases. Thus, the value of
Δ
the normalization function in (7), i.e., the sum RZ,MoD (d) =
(N/2)−1
|r(d + k) − r(d + k + (N/2))|2 , significantly dek=0
creases in comparison with the conventional normalization

 −1
2
function RR (d) = N
k=0 |r(d + k)| in [8]. Hence, at the correct timing point, the value of the timing metric TZ,MoD (d) =
|PR (d)|/RZ,MoD (d) in [9] significantly increases in comparison with the conventional metrics TR (d) = 2|PR (d)|/RR (d)
in [8]. By this means, the difference between the values of the
metric at the correct and wrong timing points increases, and the
timing metric becomes sharper.
In this paper, to have a timing metric whose values at the
correct and wrong timing points are more distinct, instead
of using the second-order elements r∗ (k)r(k + (N/2)) for
correlation along with the difference |r(k) − r(k + (N/2))|2
for normalization, we propose to use the fourth-order elements
(for example, r∗ (k)r∗ (k + 1)r(k + (N/2))r(k + (N/2) + 1))
for correlation and the product of the differences (for
example, |r(k) − r(k + (N/2))|2 |r(k + 1) − r(k + (N/2) +
1)|2 , which are of fourth order) for normalization. At the presence of a preamble with two identical parts, the fourth-order
correlation function along with the fourth-order normalization
function produce a peak in timing metric, which is significantly
greater than the previous methods. Hence, the new method has
values with greater difference at the correct and wrong timing
instants, compared with the existing methods (the mathematical
justification of this statement will be given in the following
section).
Therefore, the proposed timing metric has the following
form:
T new (d) =

|P (d)|
R(d)

(10)

where P (d) is the fourth-order correlation function, and R(d)
is the fourth-order differential normalization function. The
fourth-order correlation function that we use has the following
form [10]:
P (d) =

a 
b


(r∗ (k + d)r∗ (k + d + l)r (k + d + (N/2))

l=1 k=0

× r (k + d + l + (N/2))) ,
1 ≤ a ≤ (N/2) − 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ (N/2) − a − 1

(11)

where a and b are the parameters that determine the correlation length L (where L ≤ (N/4)((N/2) − 1)), which are
designed based on the desired performance [10]. Now, for the
fourth-order correlation function, we present a new fourth-order
differential normalization function R(d) = RDDN (d).
For the new differential normalization function, instead of
using ΔMoD,d in (9), we propose to build a new vector QDDN,d
whose elements are derived from the multiplication of the
elements of (9) in the following way:
⎧
⎪
⎨
QDDN,d = |r(d) − r (d + (N/2))|
⎪
⎩
ΔMoD,d (0)

× |r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|,
ΔMoD,d (1)

|r(d) − r (d + (N/2))|
ΔMoD,d (0)
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2πdpr

= y(dpr )ej N ε (1 − ejπε )

× |r(d + 2) − r (d + (N/2) + 2)|,

2

+ w(dpr ) − w (dpr + (N/2)) 

2π(dpr +1)

× y(dpr + 1)ej N ε (1 − ejπε )

ΔMoD,d (2)

...,

2

+ w(dpr +1)−w(dpr +(N/2)+1)

|r(d) − r (d + (N/2))|

(14)

ΔMoD,d (0)

and consequently

× |r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|,

 
 L−1
2 

E QDDN,dpr (k)
E RDDN (dpr ) =

ΔMoD,d ((N/2)−1)

|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|

k=0


2 
= LE QDDN,dpr (0)
2
 
2
2
= L σy2 1 − ejπε  + 2σw

ΔMoD,d (1)

× |r(d + 2) − r (d + (N/2) + 2)|,
ΔMoD,d (2)

|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|

(15)

where σy2 = E{|y(k)|2 }.
At the wrong timing points d = dab , we have
 DDN,d
2
ab
Q
(0)

ΔMoD,d (1)

× |r(d + 3) − r (d + (N/2) + 3)|,
ΔMoD,d (3)

= |r(dab ) − r (dab + (N/2))|2
...,

× |r(dab + 1) − r (dab + (N/2) + 1)|2
= |w(dab ) − w (dab + (N/2))|2

|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|

× |w(dab + 1) − w (dab + (N/2) + 1)|2

(16)

ΔMoD,d (1)

and consequently

× |r (d+(N/2)−1)−r(d+N −1)|,

 

 L−1
2 
E RDDN (dab ) =
E QDDN,dab (k)

ΔMoD,d ((N/2)−1)

k=0

...,

=LE
|r (d + (N/2) − 2) − r(d + N − 2)|
ΔMoD,d ((N/2)−2)

Knowing from [10] that
⎫
⎪
⎬

E {|P (d)|} =

× |r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)| . (12)
⎪
⎭
ΔMoD,d ((N/2)−1)

The new normalization function utilizing the kth element of
QDDN,d , i.e., QDDN,d (k), can be expressed as
RDDN (d) =

L−1




QDDN,d (k)

2

(13)

k=0

where L ≤ (N/4)((N/2) − 1) is the correlation length, which
is selected based on the desired performance of the metric
(the longer the correlation length, the better the performance).
At the correct timing points d = dpr , without loss of generality, we consider QDDN,d (0), and by replacing (2), we have


QDDN,dpr (0)

2

= |r(dpr ) − r (dpr + (N/2))|2
×|r(dpr +1)−r (dpr +(N/2)+1)|2



QDDN,dab (0)



Lσy4 ,
√

πL 4
2 σw ,

2 

4
= 4Lσw
. (17)

d = dpr
d = dab

(18)

and by applying the normalization values in (15) and (17), the
expected values of the proposed timing metric E{T DDN (d)} =
E{|P (d)|/RDDN (d)}, at the correct timing points dpr and
wrong timing points dab , become


 DDN 
|P (d)|
E {|P (d)|}
(d) = E
E T
≈
DDN
R
(d)
E {RDDN (d)}

1
d = dpr
2,
jπε |2 + 2
SN R )
= (|1−e
(19)

π
1
d = dab
8
L,
2
. In the given equation, we have used
where SNR = σy2 /σw
the
approximation
E{|P (d)|/RDDN (d)} ≈ E{|P (d)|}/
DDN
(d)}, which is obtained from the Taylor series exE{R
pansion of E{|P (d)|/RDDN (d)} about the means E{|P (d)|}
and E{RDDN (d)} [22]. We have chosen the first-order term
and ignored the higher order terms because of the laborious
calculations. The simulation results provided in Figs. 3–7 also
confirm the accuracy of the approximation.
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Assuming that CFO (ε) is negligible, E{T DDN (d)} can be
approximated as
 SN R2


4 , d = dpr
E T DDN (d) ≈ 1 
(20)
π
8
L , d = dab .
From the comparison of (20) and E{TZ,MoD (dpr )} ≈ SNR/2
in [9], it is concluded that since we have E{T DDN (dpr )} >
E{TZ,MoD (dpr )} for SNR > 3 dB, the new method has
a greater peak at the correct timing instants for SNR >
3 dB (further comparisons will be discussed in the following
section).
For the devices that are compatible with some standards,
the tolerable range of CFO is generally available and specified
in the standard. Under the circumstances that CFO is small
(such as in IEEE802.11n WLAN), the proposed normalization
function in (13) can be applied [9]. For other cases, we propose
to adopt the following approach for normalization of the timing
metric.

× (|r (d + (N/2) − 1)| − |r(d + N − 1)|),
ΔDoM,d ((N/2)−1)

(|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|)
ΔDoM,d (1)

× (|r (d + 2)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 2)|),
ΔDoM,d (2)

(|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|)
ΔDoM,d (1)

× (|r(d + 3)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 3)|),
ΔDoM,d (3)

...,
(|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|)
ΔDoM,d (1)

× (|r (d + (N/2) − 1)| − |r(d + N − 1)|),
ΔDoM,d ((N/2)−1)

B. CFO-Independent DDN (CIDDN)
To design a normalization function that is not affected by the
CFO, we directly use the absolute value of the received signal
in the normalization function. This approach can be clarified
by considering the DoM normalization scheme in [9], which
obtains the energy of the following vector:
⎧
⎪
⎨
ΔDoM,d = |r(d)| − |r (d + (N/2))|,
⎪
⎩

...,
(|r (d + (N/2) − 2)| − |r (d + N − 2)|)
ΔDoM,d ((N/2)−2)

× (|r (d+(N/2)−1)|−|r(d+N −1)|)
ΔDoM,d ((N/2)−1)

ΔDoM,d (0)

|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|,

|r (d + (N/2) − 1)| − |r(d + N − 1)|
ΔDoM,d ((N/2)−1)

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭

⎪
⎭
(22)

and take advantage of the elements of QCIDDN,d , i.e.,
QCIDDN,d (k). Therefore, the normalization function is
proposed as

ΔDoM,d (1)

...,

⎫
⎪
⎬

. (21)

For the new normalization function, we propose to use the
products of the elements of ΔDoM,d in the following way:
⎧
⎪
⎨
CIDDN,d
Q
= (|r(d)| − |r (d + (N/2))|)
⎪
⎩

RCIDDN (d) =

L−1




QCIDDN,d (k)

2

.

(23)

k=0

The mean values of the normalization function at the correct
and wrong timing points is derived in the Appendix and can be
expressed as

4


≤ 4Lσw
,
d = dpr

(24)
E RCIDDN (d) = 
π 2
4
2 − 2 Lσw , d = dab .

ΔDoM,d (0)

× (|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|),
ΔDoM,d (1)

(|r(d)| − |r (d + (N/2))|)
ΔDoM,d (0)

× (|r(d + 2)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 2)|),
ΔDoM,d (2)

...,
(|r(d)| − |r (d + (N/2))|)
ΔDoM,d (0)

Considering (18) and (24) and using the same approximations applied to (19), the new timing metric T CIDDN (d) =
|P (d)|/RCIDDN (d) has the following mean values:


 CIDDN 
|P (d)|
E {|P (d)|}
E T
(d) = E
≈
RCIDDN (d)
E {RCIDDN (d)}
⎧
4
⎨ ≥ σy4 = SNR2 , d = dpr
4σw
 π4
=
(25)
1
d = dab .
⎩
π 2
L,
2(2− 2 )
It is observed that the mean value of the proposed normalization
function E{RCIDDN (d)} and, consequently, the mean value of
the timing metric E{T CIDDN (d)} are not affected by the CFO.
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values that are more distinct in comparison with the previous
methods, we make use of two criteria. The first criterion is that
used in [9] and applies the mean values of timing metrics. The
second criterion takes advantage of both mean and variance for
comparing different metrics. Furthermore, the computational
complexity of the proposed methods are compared with the
previous schemes.
A. Mean of Timing Metrics as the Criterion for
Between-Class Distance

Fig. 1. Proposed timing metrics in comparison with previous methods averaged over 100 realizations in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256 and Ng = 16).

To give further explanation to why the new timing metric is not
affected by the CFO, without loss of generality, we consider the
received signal r(d). We have


2πd


|r(d)| = y(d)ej N ε + w(d)
 2πd 

2πd


= ej N ε y(d) + e−j N ε w(d) 

 2πd  
2πd



= ej N ε  y(d) + e−j N ε w(d)


2πd


= y(d) + e−j N ε w(d) = |y(d) + w(d)| . (26)
In the given equation, multiplying e−j(2πd/N )ε and w(d)
does not change the mean and variance of the noise term;
therefore, e−j(2πd/N )ε w(d) is still a noise sample with the
same mean and variance as w(d); hence, we can replace
e−j(2πd/N )ε w(d) with w(d) in (26). It is obvious in (26) that
by taking the absolute value of r(d), the effect of CFO is
removed from the received signal. Therefore, the elements
QCIDDN,d (k) in (22) (for example, QCIDDN,d (0) = (|r(d)| −
|r(d + (N/2))|)(|r(d + 1)| − |r(d + (N/2) + 1)|)) are not affected by the CFO. Consequently, the normalization function

2
CIDDN,d
in (23), i.e., RCIDDN (d) = L−1
(k)) , is also not
k=0 (Q
affected by the CFO. Moreover, knowing from [10] that the
absolute value of the correlation function |P (d)| is not changed
by the CFO, it is concluded that the proposed timing metric
T CIDDN (d) = |P (d)|/RCIDDN (d) is independent of the CFO.
In Fig. 1, we have shown the proposed timing metrics along
with the previous metrics, where all of them are normalized to
their maximum values. It is evident that our proposed timing
metrics, due to the use of the fourth-order normalization, have
considerably sharper peaks. In this figure, the CFO for MoD
[9] and the proposed DDN method is set to ε = 0.1, and for [8],
[10], DoM [9], and the proposed CIDDN, it is set to ε = 4.3.

Here, we apply the same performance evaluation criterion as
in [9]. Therefore, we choose the difference between the mean
values of the new metrics at the correct and wrong timing points
as the criterion for performance evaluation. This criterion in
classification theory is a measure of between-class distance
assessment for different classifiers and is referred to as the
class-separability criterion [19] (It is worth mentioning that the
performance can also be assessed in terms of false alarm and
missed detection probabilities. Since the theoretical derivation
of false alarm and missed detection probabilities can involve
too many approximations, these probabilities are obtained by
simulation in Section V).
Similar to [9], we use the following factor for classseparability comparisons:
new
αconventional

=

E {T new (dpr )} /E {T new (dab )}
E {Tconventional (dpr )} /E {Tconventional (dab )}

new
where αconventional
is used to compare the new timing metric
with the conventional metrics. By T new (d), we mean either
T DDN (d) in (19) or T CIDDN (d) in (25), and Tconventional (d)
denotes the proposed metrics in [8], [9], or [10].
new
indicates that between the two timThe factor αconventional
new
(d) and Tconventional (d)), the timing metric
ing metrics (T
whose difference value between the correct and wrong timing points is greater has better performance. Therefore, when
new
> 1, our metric achieves better performance than
αconventional
Tconventional (d). Now, using this criterion, we compare the
proposed methods with the previous methods.
1) Comparison of the Proposed Methods With the Method
in [8]: When Tconventional (d) = TR (d), where TR (d) is the
metric proposed in [8] with the mean values
 1
d = dpr
1 ,
1+ SNR
E {TR (d)} = 
(28)
π
d = dab
2N ,
DDN
and T new (d) = T DDN (d) [considering(19)], the factor αR
becomes
1
DDN
αR

=

(|1−ejπε |2 + SN2 R )

IV. T HEORETICAL P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the performance theoretically and show that, at
the correct and incorrect timing points, the new metrics have

(27)

=

1

2



8
(1+ SN1 R )


8 1 + SN1 R

|1 −

ejπε |2

+

π

2Nπ
1

2
SN R

L


2

L
2N

(29)
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which, for small values of CFO, can be simplified as

2L
DDN
2
αR
.
= (SNR + SNR)
N

(30)

According to (30), for SNR ≥ 0 dB and L ≥ (N/2), we have
DDN
> 1. This means that our method achieves better perforαR
mance in comparison with that in [8] even for low SNRs and
low correlation lengths, provided that the CFO is negligible.
To compare the class separability of the second proposed
method T CIDDN (d) with that in [8], we consider (25) and (28),
CIDDN
is obtained as
and the lower bound for the factor αR

2
π
SNR
CIDDN
≥
αR

4
1
1
(1+ SNR
)

=

1
2

2−

2N
π
1
π 2
L
2(2− 2 )

π 2
2

(SNR2 + SNR)



L
.
2N

(31)


√
L
2 2
(
)
DDN
.
αZ, MoD=
=
1
2
2
jπε
N
|1−e | +SNR
2
|1−ejπε |2 + SN
R
(33)
For small values of CFO, (33) is approximated as

2L
DDN
αZ, MoD = SNR
.
(34)
N
2
SNR

2

1
DDN
αA
=

(|1−ejπε |2 + SN2 R )

2

1

(1+ SN2 R + SN1R2 )



π
4L

1
π
8
L


4 1 + SN2 R +
=
|1 − ejπε |2 +

1
SN R2
2
SN R



2 .

The small values of CFO results in

then considering (19), we have
1

DDN
the factor αA
becomes

(36)

It is observed that for L ≥ 2N and SNR ≥ 5 dB, we have
CIDDN
αR
> 1, and our second method, which is robust to CFO,
has better performance than that in [8]. It is worth noting that
(31) is the lower bound, and the performance can be better than
what is indicated by (31), as will be shown in Section V.
2) Comparison of the Proposed Methods With the Methods
in [9]: If Tconventional (d) = TZ,MoD (d), where TZ,MoD (d) is
the MoD metric proposed in [9] with the mean values

1
, d = dpr
2
|1−ejπε |2 + SN
R
E {TZ, MoD (d)} = 
(32)
π
d = dab
8N ,

|1−ejπε |2 +

Fig. 2. Between-class distance D = |(m2 − σ2 ) − (m1 + σ1 )|, using both
the mean and variance of the timing metrics knowing that m2 > m1 and m2 −
m1 > σ1 + σ2 .



π
8Nπ
1
8
L

According to this equation, for SNR > 0 dB and L ≥ N/2, we
DDN
> 1. Therefore, when the CFO is negligible, even
have αZ,MoD
for small values of the correlation length and SNR, our method
improves the performance. Moreover, the increase in SNR and
correlation length significantly enhances the performance.
It is notable that since only a lower bound is obtained for
both the DoM metric in [9] and for T CIDDN (d) at the correct
timing points in (25), it is not possible to theoretically derive the
CIDDN
. In Section V, to compare T CIDDN (d) with the
factor αZ,DoM
CIDDN
by simulation,
DoM timing metric in [9], we obtain αZ,DoM
which confirms that the new method has a remarkably better
performance.
3) Comparison of the Proposed Methods With the Method
in [10]: When Tconventional (d) = TA (d), where TA (d) is the
metric proposed in [10] with the mean values

1
, d = dpr
2
+ 1 2)
(1+ SNR
SNR
(35)
E {TA (d)} = 
π
d = dab
4L ,

DDN
= SNR2 + 2SNR + 1
αA

(37)

DDN
which demonstrates that for SNR > 0 dB, we have αA
> 1,
DDN
and factor αA is independent of the correlation length.
For the case T new (d) = T CIDDN (d), the lower bound for
CIDDN
becomes
factor αA
π
SN R2
CIDDN
αA
≥

=

4
1
(1+ SN2 R +

1
SN R2

)

4L
π
1
π 2
L
2(2− 2 )

π 2
1
2−
(SNR2 + 2 SNR + 1).
4
2

(38)

CIDDN
> 1.
Therefore, for SNR > 6 dB, we have αA

B. Mean and Variance of Timing Metrics as the Criterion for
Between-Class Distance
To evaluate class separability, using both the means and
variances of the timing metrics, we define the distance between
the two classes (as shown in Fig. 2) in the following way:
D = |(m2 − σ2 ) − (m1 + σ1 )|

(39)

where m1 and σ1 represent the mean and standard deviation of
the metric at the wrong timing points. In the same way, m2 and
σ2 indicate the mean and standard deviation of the metric at the
correct timing points. Note that in defining D in (39), we have
considered the fact that under normal conditions (for example,
in practical SNRs or for N ≥ 32) for the timing metrics, we
have m2 > m1 and m2 − m1 > σ1 + σ2 (which can be easily
checked).

For the metric proposed in [8], we have m1 = π/(2N ),
σ12 = (2−(π/2))(1/N ), and m2 = 1/(1+(1/SNR)). As obtained in
[10], we have the following values for the metric in [10]:
m1 ≈ (π/2)(1/(2L)), σ12 = (2−(π/2))(1/(2L)), and m2 ≈
1/[1 + (2/SNR)
+ (1/SNR)2 ]. Furthermore, we have the val
ues m1 = π/(8N ), σ12 = (1/(2N ))(1 − (π/4)), and m2 =
2
For the
1/[|1 − ejπε | + (2/SNR)] for the MoD metric in [9]. 
DDN method, according to (19), we have m1 = (1/8) π/L,
2

2

σ12 = (2−(π/2))(1/(32L)), and m2 = 1/(|1−ejπε | +(2/SNR)) .
Since calculating σ22 theoretically for all four cases is an
arduous task, we have made use of computer simulation for
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obtaining σ22 . Moreover, due to having a lower bound for the
DoM [9] and CIDDN, we have utilized simulation for showing
D for these methods.
In Section V (see Figs. 7–9), using the given criterion, we
have demonstrated the performance of the new methods along
with those of previous methods. The comparison reveals the
outstanding performance of the proposed methods.
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TABLE I
C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY OF N ORMALIZATION M ETHODS

C. Computational Complexity
To calculate the complexity of the new normalization methods, we first rewrite the elements of QDDN,d in (12) in the new
equivalent form as


(40)
QDDN,d = QDDN,d
, QDDN,d
, . . . , QDDN,d
1
2
(N/2)−1
where QDDN,d
is the nth subvector of QDDN,d , which is
n
defined as

|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)| ,

= RDDN (d) − (|r(d) − r (d + (N/2))|

◦ {|r(d + n) − r (d + n + (N/2))| ,

× |r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|)2

|r(d + n + 1) − r (d+n+(N/2)+1)| ,

+ (|r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|

...,

× |r (d + (N/2)) − r (d + N )|)2 .
(41)

In the given equation, the operator ◦ is the Hadamard product and denotes element-by-element multiplication of the two
vectors.
If, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that QDDN,d has only its first subvector, i.e., QDDN,d =
{QDDN,d
}; then, at time instants d and d + 1, we, respectively,
1
have
QDDN,d
= {|r(d)−r (d+(N/2))| |r(d+1)−r (d+(N/2)+1)| ,
|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|

(45)
Therefore, the proposed normalization function needs two
real multiplications, four complex additions, and two real additions for each subvector of QDDN,d at each timing instant
d. Consequently, for the Ns (1 ≤ Ns ≤ (N/2) − 1) subvectors
of QDDN,d , we need 2Ns real multiplications, 4Ns complex
additions, and 2Ns real additions at each timing instant d.
Adopting the same approach, it is straightforward to show
that the second proposed normalization function RCIDDN (d)
can be written in the following form:
RCIDDN (d+1) =RCIDDN (d)−(|r(d)|−|r(d+(N/2))|)2
× (|r(d + 1)| − |r (d + (N/2) + 1)|)2

× |r(d + 2) − r (d + (N/2) + 2)| , . . . ,

+ (|r(d+(N/2)−1)|−|r(d+N −1)|)2

|r (d + (N/2) − 2) − r(d + N − 2)|
(42)

DDN,d+1

= {|r(d + 1) − r (d + (N/2) + 1)|
× |r (d + 2) − r (d + (N/2) + 2)| ,
|r (d + 2) − r (d + (N/2) + 2)|
× |r(d + 3) − r (d + (N/2) + 3)| , . . . ,
|r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|
× |r (d + (N/2)) − r (d + N )|} .

(44)

RDDN (d + 1)

|r (d+(N/2)−n−1)−r(d+N −n−1)|}

Q

|r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|

Thus, for RDDN (d), we have

...,

× |r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|}

QDDN,d+1

= QDDN,d (1), QDDN,d (2), . . . , QDDN,d ((N/2)−2) ,
× |r (d + (N/2)) − r (d + N )|} .

QDDN,d
= {|r(d) − r (d + (N/2))| ,
n

|r (d + (N/2) − 1) − r(d + N − 1)|} .

It is observed that we can write the elements of QDDN,d+1 in
terms of the elements of QDDN,d as follows:

(43)

× (|r (d + (N/2))| − |r (d + N )|)2
(46)
and therefore, 2Ns (1 ≤ Ns ≤ (N/2) − 1) real multiplications
and 6Ns real additions at each timing instant d need to be
computed.
In Table I, we have shown the computational complexity of
different normalization methods considering that each complex
additions is tantamount to two real additions, and each complex
multiplication is equivalent to four real multiplications and
two real additions. According to this table, the new method
has higher complexity than those in [2], [8], and [9] but has
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Fig. 3. Comparisons between the mean values of the proposed timing metric
derived in (19) and the mean values obtained by simulations in the SUI-1
channel for different SNRs (N = 256, L = N/2, and Ng = 16). (a) Correct
timing points (d = dpr ). (b) Wrong timing points (d = dab ).

DDN comparing the class separability
Fig. 4. Factors αDDN
, αDDN
R
Z,MoD , and αA
DDN
of the proposed method [T
(d) in (19)] with those in [8]–[10], respectively,
for different correlation lengths L and SNRs, obtained both theoretically and by
simulations in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256 and Ng = 16).

significantly lower complexity than that in [10]. It is notable
that the new methods, even for small values of Ns , significantly
improve the performance (for example, for Ns = 1, which
results in the correlation length L ≈ N/2, they need two real
multiplications).
V. R ESULTS
Computer simulations have been run to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in comparison with the
previous methods and to verify the theoretical results. The
parameters used in the simulations of the OFDM system are
as follows: the number of the subcarriers is 256, the CP length
is 16, the sampling rate is 10 MHz, and the multipath fading
channel is Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel modeling,
i.e., SUI-1 [21]. In the figures illustrated here, wherever there is
a curve corresponding to the proposed DDN method or MoD
method [9], the normalized CFO is chosen ε = 0.1; otherwise,
the normalized CFO is set to ε = 4.3.
In Fig. 3(a) and (b), we have compared the theoretical mean
values of the proposed timing metric described by (19) with
the corresponding mean values obtained by simulation in the
correct and wrong timing points, respectively. These figures
are illustrated for different values of SNRs and L = N/2. It
can be seen that the simulation results verify the accuracy of
approximation applied to (19).
DDN
DDN
, αZ,MoD
, and
In Fig. 4, we have shown the factors αR
DDN
αA for different correlation lengths L and SNRs using theory
DDN
, our method achieves better
and simulation. Considering αR
DDN
> 1) and improves furperformance compared with [8] (αR
ther with the increase in correlation length and SNR. Moreover,
simulation results verify the theoretical derivation in (29). The
DDN
, indicate improved performance of the
next curves, i.e., αZ,MoD
proposed method for SNR > 0 dB in comparison with [9] and

Fig. 5. Factor αCIDDN
comparing the class separability of the proposed
R
method [T CIDDN (d) in (25)] with that in [8] for different correlation lengths L
and SNRs, obtained both theoretically and by simulations in the SUI-1 channel
(N = 256 and Ng = 16).
DDN
the factor αA
compares the enhanced class separability of
the proposed DDN metric with the metric presented in [10].
DDN
has
Due to being independent of the correlation length, αA
the same curve for different correlation lengths.
CIDDN
in (31)
Fig. 5 shows the theoretical lower bound for αR
CIDDN
for different correlation lengths
and actual values of αR
acquired from simulation. As expected, the simulation results
have higher values than the theoretical lower bounds. Furthermore, for SNR > 1 dB and for all the correlation lengths, we
CIDDN
> 1, which indicates that our method outperhave αR
forms the method in [8].
The comparison between the proposed T CIDDN (d) and the
CIDDN
obDoM timing metric in [9] is done by depicting αZ,DoM
tained using simulation in Fig. 6. According to this figure,
CIDDN
> 1) for
for L ≥ 2N , we have a better performance (αZ,DoM
every SNR. The improvement in the performance can also be
acquired using the correlation length L = N/2 and SNR ≥
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CIDDN comparing the class separability of the
Fig. 6. Factors αCIDDN
Z,DoM and αA
CIDDN
proposed method [T
(d) in (25)] with those in [9] and [10], respectively,
for different correlation lengths L and SNRs, obtained both theoretically and by
simulations in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256 and Ng = 16).
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Fig. 8. Distance D comparing the class separability of the proposed
CIDDN method obtained by simulations in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256 and
Ng = 16).

Fig. 9. Distance D for different values of CFO in the SUI-1 channel (N =
256 and Ng = 16).
Fig. 7. Distance D comparing the class separability of the proposed DDN
method obtained both theoretically and by simulations in the SUI-1 channel
(N = 256 and Ng = 16).
CIDDN
3 dB. In this figure, the factor αA
obtained by simulation
is also drawn along with the theoretical lower bound in (38).
CIDDN
, which
Verified by the simulation results, the factor αA
compares the proposed CIDNN method with the method in
[10], is independent of the correlation length (the curves are
the same for all the correlation lengths) and shows the great
performance improvement of the new method for all SNRs.
Fig. 7 shows distance D using both theory and simulation,
where for the DDN method, we have L = N/2. It is observed
that for SNR > 4 dB, the new method significantly increases
the distance between the classes.
In Fig. 8, we have also shown distance D for the CIDDN
method (L = N/2) in comparison with the previous methods
using simulation. According to this figure, for all SNRs, the
proposed CIDDN method outstandingly increases the betweenclass distance. For example, at SNR ≥ 12 dB, the betweenclass distance of the proposed scheme is at least ten times

higher than that in [9] and 100 times higher than those in
[8] and [10].
The performances of different schemes for different values of
normalized CFO are demonstrated in Fig. 9. As expected, the
between-class distance for the proposed CIDDN method is not
affected by the CFO, whereas the increase in the CFO reduces
the class separability of the DDN method.
From the results previously obtained, it is observed that,
sometimes, the proposed metrics do not have a good performance at low SNRs because (as mentioned in Section III) the
new method has a greater peak at the correct timing instant for
SNR > 3 dB and a smaller peak for SNR ≤ 3 dB (compared
with [9]). Therefore, from the viewpoint of class separability,
the smaller peak for SNR ≤ 3 dB can result in the reduction
of the distance between the values of the new metric at correct and wrong timing points and, consequently, the reduction of class separability. However, note that the mean values
of the proposed timing metrics at a wrong timing point inversely depend on the correlation length [as expressed in (20)].
Therefore, increasing the correlation length reduces the values
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Fig. 10. Probabilities of false alarm and missed detection for the proposed
DDN method in comparison with previous timing metrics in the SUI-1 channel
at SNR = 10 dB (N = 256 and Ng = 16).

Fig. 11. Probabilities of false alarm and missed detection for the proposed
CIDDN method in comparison with previous timing metrics in the SUI-1
channel at SNR = 6 dB (N = 256 and Ng = 16).

of the new metric at wrong timing points (compared with the
previous methods), increases the class separability, and can
compensate for the smaller peak at low SNRs. It is also worth
mentioning that the SNR for many practical applications, as
mentioned in [23], is SNR > 7 dB. For example, according
to [24] and [25], the recommended SNR for the preamble is
SNR = 9.4 dB.
We have shown false alarm and missed detection probabilities versus the detection threshold in Figs. 10–15. The probability of false alarm is the probability that at the wrong timing
points (none of the samples belong to the preamble), the timing
metric produces values higher than the specified threshold, and
the MDP is the probability that at the correct timing point,
the timing metric value falls below the threshold. Note that, in
these figures, both axes are logarithmically depicted. This issue
is particularly important when comparing the detection threshold, since the distances between thresholds (for example, the
distance 0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and the distance 10 ≤ λ ≤ 100) appear
the same in the figures, but, in fact, they are not equal. This
remark should be taken into account to avoid misinterpreting
the threshold range in the figures.

Fig. 12. Probabilities of false alarm and missed detection for the proposed
CIDDN method in comparison with previous timing metrics in the SUI-1
channel at SNR = 10 dB (N = 256 and Ng = 16).

Fig. 13. MDP and false alarm probability (FAP) for the proposed DDN
method for different values of SNR in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256, Ng = 16,
and L = N/2).

Fig. 14. MDP and FAP for the proposed CIDDN method for different values
of SNR in the SUI-1 channel (N = 256, Ng = 16, and L = N/2).

In SNR = 10 dB, the false alarm and missed detection
probabilities of the DDN metric and the previous metrics are
manifested in Fig. 10, which shows the significant improvement
of the proposed method in terms of the error probabilities and,
consequently, the acceptable threshold range. For example, to
have missed detection and false alarm probabilities lower than
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In Figs. 13 and 14, the probabilities of false alarm and
missed detection of the proposed DDN and CIDDN methods
for different values of SNR are shown, respectively. As it is
observed, increasing SNR improves the performance of both
methods.
Fig. 15 is dedicated to the missed detection probabilities of
the proposed DDN and CIDDN methods for different values of
CFO at SNR = 10 dB. According to this figure, increasing the
value of CFO deteriorates the performance of the DDN method,
whereas it does not have any effect on the performance of the
CIDDN method. It is worth noting that we have not depicted the
FAP because it is obtained when the preamble and, therefore,
the CFO are not present.
Fig. 15. Probabilities of missed detection for the proposed DDN and CIDDN
methods for different values of CFO in the SUI-1 channel at SNR = 10 dB
(N = 256, Ng = 16, and L = N/2).

10−3 for the proposed DDN method with L = N/2, the threshold can be chosen from the range 0.068 < λ < 6, whereas this
range is 0.072 < λ < 0.78, 0.23 < λ < 0.84, and 0.13 < λ <
2.3 for the methods presented in [10], [8] and [9], respectively.
It is concluded that the acceptable threshold range for the
proposed DDN method is more than 7.5 times the acceptable
threshold range for [10], more than 8.7 times the acceptable
threshold range for [8], and nearly 2.5 times the acceptable threshold range for [9].
Fig. 11 compares the superior MDP performance of the
proposed CIDDN method with the previous methods at SNR =
6 dB. In this figure, the probabilities of missed detection and
false alarm less than 10−3 are obtained for the thresholds
1.4 < λ < 8.4 for the proposed method at the correlation length
of L = N and for the thresholds 0.072 < λ < 0.55, 0.23 <
λ < 0.7, and 0.6 < λ < 3.1 for methods in [10], [8] and [9],
respectively. This means that the CIDDN method widens the
threshold range more than 14 times compared with those in [8]
and [10] and 2.8 times compared with that in [9]. Furthermore,
increasing the correlation length widens the range of thresholds
of the new method.
In Fig. 12, the excellent performance of the proposed CIDDN
method along with the performance of previous methods are
demonstrated at SNR = 10 dB. According to this figure, the
CIDDN scheme has a remarkably lower probability of missed
detection and a slightly higher probability of false alarm. Thus,
the CIDDN method has a considerably wider range of suitable
thresholds. As an example, for L = N and for the threshold
in the range 1.4 < λ < 50, the CIDDN method has false alarm
and missed detection probabilities lower than 10−3 , whereas for
the methods presented in [10], [8] and [9], these error probabilities occur for the threshold range 0.072 < λ < 0.78, 0.23 <
λ < 0.84, and 0.6 < λ < 7, respectively. In other words, the
range of thresholds for error probabilities lower than 10−3 for
the proposed method is more than 68 times that in [10], more
than 79 times that in [8], and more than 7.5 times that in [9],
respectively. These results demonstrate a huge improvement in
the performance. It is worth mentioning that since the FAP does
not depend on SNR [8]–[10], the FAP curves are the same in
Figs. 11 and 12.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of timing synchronization in
OFDM systems has been considered, and two novel timing metrics using differential normalization have been proposed. Based
on two class-separability criteria, it was demonstrated that the
new timing metrics, by taking advantage of the fourth-order
statistics, improve the timing synchronization performance and
result in timing metrics with sharper peaks. The complexity of
the new normalization methods was investigated in comparison
with that of the previous methods, and it was shown that by
increasing the class separability, the new methods significantly
improve missed detection and false alarm probabilities and offer considerably wider ranges of thresholds for frame detection.
A PPENDIX
This Appendix is dedicated to the derivation of the mean
values of CIDDN normalization function (23) at the correct
and wrong instances. Without loss of generality, we consider
2
(QCIDDN,dpr (0)) . At the correct timing point using (2) and
(22), we have
 CIDDN,d
2
pr
Q
(0)
= (|r(dpr )| − |r (dpr + (N/2))|)2
× (|r(dpr + 1)| − |r (dpr + (N/2) + 1)|)2



2πdpr


= y(dpr )ej N ε + w(dpr )


2π (dpr +(N/2))

ε
N
− y (dpr + (N/2)) ej

 2


+ w (dpr + (N/2)) 




2π(dpr +1)


× y(dpr + 1)ej N ε + w(dpr + 1)


2π (dpr +(N/2)+1)

ε
N
− y (dpr + (N/2) + 1) ej

2


+ w (dpr + (N/2) + 1)  .
(47)
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Considering that y(dpr ) = y(dpr + (N/2)), we can rewrite the
first term in (47) as


2πdpr


y(dpr )ej N ε + w(dpr )

 2
2π (dpr +(N/2))


ε
N
− y(dpr )ej
+w (dpr +(N/2))


2πdpr


= y(dpr )ej N ε + w(dpr )

Therefore

2 
E QCIDDN,dpr (0)


≤ E |w(dpr ) − w (dpr + (N/2))|2


× E |w(dpr + 1) − w (dpr + (N/2) + 1)|2
4
= 4σw
.


2

2πdpr


−ejπε y(dpr )ej N ε +e−jπε w(dpr +(N/2)) 


2πdpr


= y(dpr )ej N ε + w(dpr )

(52)

Consequently, we have
 

 L−1
2 
E RCIDDN (dpr ) =
E QCIDDN,dpr (k)
k=0

 2

 
2πdpr

− ejπε  y(dpr )ej N ε +e−jπε w (dpr +(N/2))

= LE



QCIDDN,dpr (0)

2 

4
≤ 4Lσw
.



2πdpr


= y(dpr )ej N ε + w(dpr )

 2
2πdpr


− y(dpr )ej N ε + w (dpr + (N/2)) .

(53)

(48)

In (48), multiplying e−jπε and w(dpr + (N/2)) does not
change the mean and variance of the noise term; hence,
e−jπε w(dpr + (N/2)) is still a noise sample with the same
mean and variance as w(dpr + (N/2)), and we can replace
e−jπε w(dpr + (N/2)) with w(dpr + (N/2)) in (48). Similarly,
the second term in (47) can be simplified as


2π(dpr +1)


y(dpr + 1)ej N ε + w(dpr + 1)

2π (dpr +(N/2)+1)

ε
N
− y (dpr + (N/2) + 1) ej


π 2 4
σw
= 2−
2

(54)

 

 L−1
2 
E RCIDDN (dab ) =
E QCIDDN,dab (k)



2π(dpr +1)


= y(dpr + 1)ej N ε + w(dpr + 1)

 2
2π(dpr+1)


− y(dpr +1)ej N ε +w (dpr +(N/2)+1) .
(49)
Now, considering the triangle inequality for complex numbers
x and y, i.e., (|x| − |y|)2 ≤ |x − y|2 , and similar to [9], we have




2πd
y(dpr )ej Npr ε + w(dpr )



2


2πd
j Npr ε

− y(dpr )e
+ w (dpr + (N/2)) 
(50)


2


2π(dpr +1)
− y(dpr + 1)ej N ε + w (dpr + (N/2) + 1) 
≤ |w(dpr + 1) − w (dpr + (N/2) + 1)|2 .


× (|r(dab + 1)| − |r (dab + (N/2) + 1)|)2


= E (|w(dab )| − |w (dab + (N/2))|)2


×E (|w(dab +1)|−|w (dab +(N/2)+1)|)2

which results in

+ w (dpr + (N/2) + 1)|)2

≤ |w(dpr ) − w (dpr + (N/2))|2




2π(d +1)
y(dpr + 1)ej Npr ε + w(dpr + 1)



At the wrong timing point, we have

2 
E QCIDDN,dab (0)

= E (|r(dab )| − |r (dab + (N/2))|)2

(51)

k=0

= LE



QCIDDN,dab (0)


π 2
4
Lσw
.
= 2−
2

2 
(55)
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